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Dear friends, dear activists,

It is with great pleasure and a lot of motivation that I am sharing with you my
motivation letter to run as an editorial board member of Ecosprinter. 

I have been involved in the youth field in different organisations for some years now
and I was lucky to take part in FYEG activities and events in the recent months. As
part of my volunteer activities, I have always worked with a digital
newspaper/webzine similar to Ecosprinter.  I have always been impressed with the
amount and unlimited possibilities that this type of platform offers for youth and how
useful it can be in spreading and disseminating our ideas.

Having in mind the EP elections coming in 2024, the different projects coordinated by
FYEG and especially the candidate platform to support and promote the future Green
candidates in Europe. I already have so many ideas and objectives I would like to
reach out and implement with Ecosprinter to support as much as possible FYEG
initiatives (podcasts, interviews of young candidates, videoclip, and so forth).

I also know that some of FYEG Member Organisations have their
webzine/newspaper and I would like to use this opportunity to develop a bigger FYEG
collaboration for the different editions with the different board members at national
level.

I am available if you have any questions on my candidacy and I am ready to 
hear your suggestions/propositions as well.

Green and activist regards

Theo

MOTIVATION LETTER
THEO LECARPENTIER
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Théo Lecarpentier
E C O S P R I N T E R  E D I T O R I A L  B O A R D  M E M B E R S

Second mandate in écolo j and 1st FYEG GA (Karlsruhe)

WORK EXPERIENCE

Project, financial and administrative officer
JEF EUROPE

Day-to-day financial and administrative tasks of a European

youth organisation.

Coordination of European projects on various topics and support

in the organisation of international events and in communication 

ABOUT ME

European politics nerd and curious person, I

have always been interested by innovative and

new ways to reach out to young people to

inform them and disseminate the green values

and the situation we are facing  to empower

them.

Former high-level athlete in team and

individual sports

Passionate about politics and

international issues, I keep myself

informed on a daily basis 

Independent learning, new services and

innovative communication tools are part

of my interests

INTERESTS

SKILLS

Experience journalistic contents 

Experience with podcasts contents 

Mailchimp, newsletters, visuals 

tl.lecarpentier@gmail.com

01/2023

05/2022

Management of European projects and communication with

stakeholders in the European youth sector.

Project activities focusing on various topics such as European

civic and environmental education.

Organisation and facilitation of offline and online events and

training.

Responsible for financial documentation and reporting.

04/2022

01/2020

09/2019

12/2019
European project assistant
INTERREG VOLUNTEER YOUTH (IVY)

Support for the coordination and communication of local

campaigns among youth workers and cultural actors.

Projects assistant (internships)
Atlantic Cities (Rennes) - European project assistant

UNESCO WORLD WATER ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME (Perugia,

Italie) - international project assistant on SDGs 5 and 6

GREEN JOURNEY

2022

French
English
Italian
Spanish

Became treasurer and international contact with FYEG 

Join écolo j as a member during lockdown 1 

2021

2020

2019

2017

Project officer

03/2023 FYEG Prep Team of the Youth Summit in Brussels 

07/2023 FYEG Prep Team of the Summer Camp and willing to do
more...
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